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 Info from Wikipedia: Wallace Saunders was an engine wiper & friend of the recently-deceased 
Casey, who
 made up the words to the tune of the then-popular song "Jimmie Jones". His version was never 
copyrighted
and, thus, the original words are lost. The second version was by vadeville performers Frank 
& Bert Leighton,
   who learned it from their brother William, who was an Illinois Central Engineer. They also 
neglected to
copyright it. Vaudeville performers T. Lawrence Seibert & Eddie Newton were smart enough to 
copyright and
publish the song in 1909 as "Casey Jones, The Brave Engineer" and the song passed into 
American lore. Those
      of us of a certain age also know this tune from the "Choo Choo Charlie" Good & Plenty 
commercial.

Well-Known Seibert-Newton version:
F                                                           C         F
Come all you rounders if you want to hear the story about a brave engineer.
F                                      C                                    F
Casey Jones was the roller's name. On six feet of wheels across he won his fame.

The caller called about Casey about a half past four.
He kissed his wife at the station door.
Climbed in the cabin with his orders in his hand.
Said "This is my trip to the promised land."

CHORUS:
F           C              F                                   G7
Casey Jones climbed in the cabin.   Casey Jones, orders in his hands.
F             C              F                   C                    F
Casey Jones, leanin' out the window. Takin' the trip to the promised land.

Cruising at the Memphis yards on a fly. Rain been a-falling and the water was high.
Everybody knew by the engine moan that the man at the throttle was Casey Jones.

Jones said, "Fireman, now, don't you fret. Sam, well, Sam I ain't giving up yet.
Eight hours late with the southbound mail,
We'll be on time or we'll leaving the rail."

CHORUS:

Dead on the rails was a passenger train. Blood was filling up Casey's brain.
Casey said, "Hey, now, look ahead! Jump, Sam, jump or we'll all be dead!'

With a hand on the whistle and a hand on the brake,
North Mississippi was wide awake.
"I see," a railroad official said, "He's a good engineer to be a-laying dead."

CHORUS:

Headaches and heartaches and all kind of pain; all a part of a railroad train.
The sweat and the toil the good and the ground, part of a life of a railroad man.

CHORUS:
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